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ABSTRACT
Type II DNA topoisomerases (topos) catalyse
changes in DNA topology by passing one double-
stranded DNA segment through another. This
reaction is essential to processes such as replica-
tion and transcription, but carries with it the inherent
danger of permanent double-strand break (DSB) for-
mation. All type II topos hydrolyse ATP during their
reactions; however, only DNA gyrase is able to
harness the free energy of hydrolysis to drive DNA
supercoiling, an energetically unfavourable process.
A long-standing puzzle has been to understand why
the majority of type II enzymes consume ATP to
support reactions that do not require a net energy
input. While certain type II topos are known to
‘simplify’ distributions of DNA topoisomers below
thermodynamic equilibrium levels, the energy
required for this process is very low, suggesting
that this behaviour is not the principal reason for
ATP hydrolysis. Instead, we propose that the
energy of ATP hydrolysis is needed to control the
separation of protein–protein interfaces and
prevent the accidental formation of potentially mu-
tagenic or cytotoxic DSBs. This interpretation has
parallels with the actions of a variety of molecular
machines that catalyse the conformational re-
arrangement of biological macromolecules.
INTRODUCTION
Type II DNA topoisomerases (topos) perform the remark-
able feat of passing one double-stranded segment of DNA
through a transient break in another (1). This reaction
allows these enzymes to manipulate topological properties
of DNA such as supercoiling, unknotting and decat-
enation (unlinking of DNA circles or loops) (2). DNA
topoisomerases are classiﬁed into two types, I and II, de-
pending on whether they catalyse reactions involving the
breakage of one or both strands of the DNA (3,4). All
known cellular organisms have at least one type II topo,
whose prototypical reaction is generally considered to be
the decatenation of daughter chromosomes after DNA
replication. Successful replication and partitioning of
chromosomes requires all the double-helical turns
linking the parental strands to be removed. This process
largely occurs by relaxing positive supercoils ahead of rep-
lication forks, which can in principle be carried out by
either type I or type II topos (5,6). However, any rotation
of the forks or incomplete relaxation also results, after
replication is complete, in links and intertwinings between
the daughter chromosomes that can only normally be
removed by the double-strand passage reaction of type
II topos (6). Recent work has also discussed the possible
physiological importance of unknotting reactions (7).
Type II topos are divided into two classes on the basis
of structural and evolutionary considerations (4). Type
IIA enzymes are ubiquitous in eubacteria and eukaryotes
and include bacterial DNA gyrase and topo IV, as well as
eukaryotic topo IIs. The IIB topos (all designated topo
VI) are distant relatives with some domains in common
with the IIAs (8–11); they are found in archaea, plants and
a few bacteria (12,13).
All type II topos hydrolyse ATP as part of their cata-
lytic reaction cycle. This energetic requirement appeared
natural and obvious when the ﬁrst type II enzyme, DNA
gyrase, was discovered in Escherichia coli (14). Gyrase uses
nucleotide turnover to introduce negative supercoils into
DNA, exploiting the free energy of ATP hydrolysis for the
formation of thermodynamically unfavourable reaction
products. In contrast, all other type II enzymes (including
the type IIBs) catalyse reactions that do not have an
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knotting/unknotting and catenation/decatenation. Indeed,
gyrase itself can catalyse the efﬁcient relaxation of posi-
tively supercoiled DNA in an ATP-dependent reaction
(15). Why type II topos have evolved to rely on a
chemical energy source to catalyse otherwise thermo-
dynamically favourable reactions remained a puzzle for
many years.
Structure and mechanism of type II topoisomerases
Structural and biochemical studies, particularly on gyrase
and yeast topo II, have led to the formulation of a general
mechanistic model for type IIA topos (Figure 1A) (3). The
enzymes operate as symmetrical dimers; the eukaryotic
proteins are homodimers, while the bacterial homologues
divide the polypeptide into two distinct gene products
and are A2B2 tetramers. Both classes of type IIA topos
interact with two DNA segments. The G- (or ‘Gate’-)
segment ﬁrst binds to and is strongly bent by the
enzyme [by as much as 150  (16–18)]. Each strand of
this DNA is then cleaved by one of a pair of tyrosines,
at sites 4nt apart, forming two covalent,
50-phosphotyrosine intermediates (19). ATP binding to
each monomer results in dimerization of the N-terminal
domains to form a new protein–protein interface (termed
the N-gate), enclosing a second DNA (the T- or
‘Transported’-segment), which is passed through the
G-segment; this process requires not only DNA
cleavage, but also the separation of the DNA ends by
disruption of an existing protein dimer interface (the
DNA gate). The T-segment subsequently leaves the
complex through a third protein interface (the C- or
exit-gate) (20,21), having passed through the G-segment
and across the entire dimer interface of the enzyme
(Figure 1A). ATP hydrolysis and product release allows
the N-gate to open and resets the enzyme for further
rounds of reaction, although hydrolysis of one ATP and
release of phosphate also appears to stimulate strand
passage (22,23).
Figure 1. Structure and mechanism of type II topoisomerases. (A) Type IIA topo core mechanism—see text for details. Different domains of the
protein are indicated: yellow, ATPase domain (B subunit N-terminus in prokaryotic enzymes); orange, B subunit C-terminus (or homologous region
in homodimeric eukaryotic enzymes); blue, A protein N-terminal breakage-reunion domain (or homologue). The A protein C-terminal domain is not
shown. The G-segment (green), T-segment (red/pink) and DNA, N- and C-gates are indicated. Movement of the T-segment is shown from the pink
to the red position. (B) Type IIB (Topo VI) mechanism. The B subunit N-terminal ATPase domain and C-terminal domain are in yellow and orange,
respectively; the A subunit is in blue. The N- and DNA gates are indicated. (C) DNA gyrase structure, showing DNA wrapping around the
C-terminal domains of the A subunit (cyan) to deliver a contiguous T-segment (red) to the enzyme, with a right-handed crossing over the G-segment
(green). Only the wrapped segment captured by the enzyme is shown for clarity.
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depends on the topological relationship between the
G- and the T-segment. Intra-molecular strand passage
(G- and T- segments on the same circular molecule)
leads either to supercoiling or relaxation, with a linking
number change of ±2 (24), or to a knotting/unknotting
reaction. If the G- and T-segments are on separate mol-
ecules, the result is catenation or decatenation.
This basic idea underlying this mechanism, in which the
T-segment is captured by the closure of the N-terminal
dimer interface, then exits through the cleaved
G-segment and its associated protein interface, is known
as the ‘two-gate’ model (25,26). However, since subse-
quent structural studies have shown that the IIA
enzymes have three protein dimer interfaces in all
[Figure 1A (27,28)], the second gate of the ‘two-gate’
mechanism (the ultimate exit route for the T-segment) is
generally taken to be the C-gate. Roca and Wang (29)
have described a theoretical alternative ‘one-gate’ scheme
(1), in which the enzyme bridges the site of DNA cleavage
(30,31) and strand passage of the T-segment through the
G-segment into an enclosed protein cavity is followed by
partial dissociation of the G-segment to allow the
T-segment to leave by the same route without reversing
strand passage. In Figure 1A, this mechanism would
correspond to a situation where the C-gate remained
closed during the reaction. Using a covalently cross-linked
dimer of yeast topo II, Lindsley (32) showed that the
enzyme could still carry out strand passage. Although
this experiment is suggestive of a one-gate mechanism,
these experiments do not rule out the two-gate scheme.
To date, biochemical and structural evidence largely
supports the two-gate mechanism (16,21,29,33,34) and it
is generally accepted that an efﬁcient, processive type II
reaction requires an enzyme that passes a T-segment
between its protein subunits as well as through a DNA
gate.
Although type IIB enzymes (topo VI) share the basic
structural and mechanistic features of the type IIA
enzymes, they differ in some important respects (3).
Topo VI is an A2B2 heterotetramer believed to catalyse
topo reactions via a two-gate mechanism involving tran-
sient double-strand cleavage, albeit with 2nt rather than
4nt overhangs (35). However, structural work has shown
that the enzyme possesses only two dimer interfaces (36),
lacking the separate C-gate found in type IIA enzymes
(Figure 1B). This conﬁguration more closely mirrors the
original two-gate model than that of the type IIA topos,
but raises interesting questions as to how enzyme integrity
is maintained during strand passage (see below). In
this context, it may be signiﬁcant that DNA cleavage by
topo VI seems to be strictly dependent on ATP
binding (35).
DNA gyrase—a special case
With respect to the core type IIA topo mechanism, we can
understand in general terms how gyrase operates speciﬁc-
ally to reduce linking number, both relaxing positive super-
coils and maintaining a steady-state level of negative
supercoiling in the presence of ATP. Gyrase is known to
wrap  130bp of DNA around itself (Figure 1C) (37–43),
presenting a T-segment to the enzyme that is immediately
contiguous with the G-segment (44). The selection of a
T-segment by this juxtaposition facilitates an intra-
molecular reaction with the appropriate orientation for
unidirectional strand passage to result in a reduction in
linking number (24,44). The ability of gyrase to perform
directional strand passage, i.e. to reduce linking number,
is crucially dependent on the C-terminal domain of the
GyrA protein, the so-called DNA-wrapping domain
(Figure 1). Deletion of this domain essentially converts
gyrase into a conventional (DNA-relaxing) type II topo,
hence implicating wrapping in T-segment selection (45).
Topo IV possesses a degenerate version of this domain
(the C-terminal domain of ParC) that is unable to stabilize
DNA wraps (46) and this enzyme does not supercoil
DNA, but is a very efﬁcient decatenase (47).
G-segment cleavage and DNA gate opening
Two essential and separate features of the strand-passage
mechanism of type II topos are the transient, double-
stranded cleavage of the G-segment and the physical
opening of the DNA gate to allow the T-segment
through. The cleaved-DNA species is generally believed
to represent only a small fraction of the topo complexes,
although many agents are known that stimulate cleavage
by stabilizing this intermediate [e.g. quinolone antibac-
terials and antitumour agents such as etoposide (48,49),
as well as ATP itself and its non-hydrolysable analogue,
50-adenylyl-b,g-imidodiphosphate (ADPNP) (50–53)].
Experiments with several eukaryotic topo IIs have
shown that the normal equilibrium level of DNA
cleavage is generally less than  1% (54,55), although
Chlorella virus topo IIs appear to be exceptions (55,56).
Work with E. coli gyrase suggests that the level of cleavage
is also low, but measurable (57). The fraction of complexes
that additionally have the DNA gate interface in a phys-
ically open state is likely to be even lower than these
values, since, for almost all type IIA enzymes, strand-
passage reactions do not occur in the absence of ATP
(gyrase being a notable exception) (58).
Recent single-molecule studies have begun to investi-
gate DNA gate opening further. Fluorescence resonance
energy transfer experiments using Drosophila topo II
and a labelled 28bp double-stranded DNA oligo have
monitored the interconversion of the topo II–DNA
complex between open and closed states during ATP hy-
drolysis and found that the DNA gate may be open  50%
of the time (59) in the presence of ATP. In contrast,
single-molecule experiments using Bacillus subtilis gyrase
in which either the enzyme or DNA substrate (60bp
linear or supercoiled plasmid DNA) was labelled, found
that the enzyme predominantly resides in the DNA
gate-closed conformation (60) and could not detect a
sizable gate-open population in the presence of ATP or
ADPNP. At present, it is not clear why the Drosophila
and B. subtilis studies produced different results,
although it is possible that these differences could reﬂect
either a genuine mechanistic difference between enzymes
from different sources or distinctions between the
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Drosophila topo II, only short DNA fragments were used,
which may represent a non-optimal substrate unlikely to
be able to serve simultaneously as a G- and T-segment.
The presence of a T-segment is reported to inﬂuence both
cleavage and DNA gate opening (61–63).
The role of ATP in strand passage
It has been assumed that the central DNA strand-passage
mechanism is common to gyrase and non-supercoiling
type IIA enzymes (Figure 1). Consequently, attention
has focused on the role of ATP binding and hydrolysis–
in driving unidirectional transport through the DNA gate
and the enzyme subunits. This directionality is a clear
requirement of the gyrase supercoiling reaction. It has
long been known that substitution of ATP with ADPNP
can result in a single-turnover (non-catalytic) strand-
passage reaction (64,65). Studies with yeast topo II and
ADPNP in particular have suggested that the ATP-
dependent closure of the N-terminal domains may phys-
ically drive DNA cleavage (61), opening of the DNA
gate and transport of the T-segment (58,63). This latter
result has been taken to suggest that the cavity between
the dimerized N-terminal domains may be too small to
stably retain a T-segment (66,67). A recent structure of
the dimerized C-terminal domain of the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis gyrase B subunit has also been interpreted
to suggest a possible role for the T-segment in the
opening of the DNA gate, via a steric-based mechanism
(62). Interestingly, the situation is somewhat different for
E. coli gyrase, where there is good evidence that ATPase
activity and strand passage can be uncoupled (15,68).
Structural data for gyrase also suggest that a T-segment
may be retained between the dimerized N-terminal
domains (69), while limited amounts of DNA relaxation
can occur when the enzyme is pre-incubated with ADPNP
(70), suggesting that strand passage can be reversed even
when the N-gate is closed.
Pre-steady-state kinetics and mutagenesis experiments
with yeast topo II have indicated that the hydrolysis
of one ATP and concomitant release of product (phos-
phate) may precede and accelerate transport of the
T-segment (3,23). Structural studies of gyrase (71) and
human topo IIa (67), as well as the type IIB topo, topo
VI (36,72), have revealed that nucleotide binding, hydroly-
sis and phosphate release may transmit conform-
ational changes to the DNA gate region through a link
between the ATP binding domain and an adjacent ‘trans-
ducer’ domain, thus providing a potential physical context
for the kinetic results. However, the precise inter-
action between these components is unclear, as no crystal
structure is available for an intact gyrase B subunit or the
homologous region of a non-supercoiling type IIA
enzyme.
The role of ATP in topology simpliﬁcation by type II
topoisomerases
In 1997, Rybenkov et al. (73) described a process of top-
ology ‘simpliﬁcation’ that is carried out by non-
supercoiling type IIA topos. In this process, the enzymes
use the free energy of ATP hydrolysis to reduce the
steady-state levels of supercoiling, knotting or catenation
below those seen at thermodynamic equilibrium (73). This
ﬁnding suggested that standard type IIA topos might
employ an energy transduction function analogous to
that used in the supercoiling reaction of gyrase. The sim-
pliﬁcation process has been proposed to be physiologically
important, since complete decatenation of replication
products is absolutely required for chromosome partition-
ing during cell division. There is likewise some evidence
that the removal of knots may also be an important topo
function (7,74,75).
There has been considerable interest in the detail of the
mechanism behind topology simpliﬁcation, which requires
both unidirectional strand passage and a selection step
amongst potential T-segments to directionally perturb
the equilibria (a situation again analogous to that of
gyrase) (76). Topology simpliﬁcation probably arises, at
least in part, from bending of the G-segment by the
enzyme, which helps to bias the enzyme to select
T-segments from within the curved contour of the DNA
(18,77–79). However, it has recently been calculated that
the energy required for topology simpliﬁcation is very low.
Speciﬁcally, the excess free energy of the steady-state
distribution of topoisomers (in the presence of a topo
IIA and ATP) over that of the equilibrium state is
<1kJmol
 1 (79,80), substantially less than kT. Thus,
type II topos are at least a thousand times less efﬁcient
at shifting chemical energy into the state of their DNA
products than gyrase, which can maintain a steady-state
supercoiling free energy of >500kJmol
 1 (79). Moreover,
some data suggest that topology simpliﬁcation may not be
crucial physiologically (79). For example, in chromosome
segregation, topo II has been shown to be responsible for
decatenation (81), but partitioning forces tend to pull
daughter replicons apart, perturbing the equilibrium
towards complete decatenation, suggesting that there
would not be a need for topology simpliﬁcation (81,82).
Supercoiling is thought to promote decatenation (47,83,84)
and unknotting (85) and a recent report has suggested
that yeast mitotic chromosomes become positively
supercoiled to drive efﬁcient decatenation (86), suggesting
again that chromosome separation may be more efﬁcient
in vivo than suggested by the equilibration levels deter-
mined for dilute solutions of nicked DNAs in vitro.
Furthermore, recent experiments (36,79) show that
Methanosarcina mazei topo VI does not carry out
topology simpliﬁcation, suggesting that archaeal species
can adequately unknot and partition their DNA without
active simpliﬁcation on the part of a topo. In summary, it
is clear that while non-supercoiling type IIA topos can
simplify DNA topology in an ATP-dependent manner,
the energy requirements of the effect are extremely
small; thus, topology simpliﬁcation, if it is physiologically
important, is very poorly optimized in energy transduc-
tion terms. Given that there is considerable circumstan-
tial evidence to suggest that other factors may promote
decatenation and unknotting beyond levels seen in vitro,
we have considered an alternative, more fundamental
role for ATP.
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In common with other enzymes that push a complex
mechanical reaction forward (87,88), it has often been
stated that in type II topos ATP hydrolysis serves to
‘drive conformational changes’ (23,89,90). However,
while one can imagine how nucleotide binding and
turnover promote structural rearrangements to facilitate
unidirectional strand passage, it is not clear whether or
how the free energy of hydrolysis is being channelled to
perform some type of otherwise unfavourable molecular
‘work’ to increase the free energy of the DNA product
(gyrase being the exception).
Indeed, a re-consideration of the type II topo reaction
cycle suggests that this line of reasoning derived from
gyrase, where the enzyme must transduce energy into the
DNA substrate, may obscure the real reason why evolu-
tion selected for a nucleotide-regulated enzyme. Rather
than an energy transduction issue per se, we suggest that
the primary ancestral requirement for ATP by the type II
enzymes may derive from an evolutionary pressure to
avoid aberrant double-strand breaks (DSBs). Type II
topos play an essential but potentially dangerous role in
the manipulation of DNA (91). The enzymes must
produce a transient break in both strands of the DNA,
perhaps as many as a million times per human cell cycle
(92) and break re-sealing must occur reliably to prevent
the accumulation of mutagenic or cytotoxic lesions.
Implicit in the notion of a two-gate mechanism is the
idea of protection against DSBs: a simple one-gate type
II enzyme, such as that shown as a cartoon in Figure 2A,
would clearly dissociate to give permanent DSBs at every
strand-passage event (this is distinct from the C-shaped,
one-gate model discussed above) (29,58). This issue has
been alluded to recently (3,63,92), but the role of ATP
hydrolysis in ensuring the prevention of DSBs has not
been explicitly elaborated. We can explore these issues
by imagining the hypothetical evolution of a non-ATP-
dependent type II topo.
Type II topos clearly require more than one protein gate
so that a protomer–protomer interaction can be main-
tained throughout strand passage (Figure 2B) (25,29). In
the simplest such case, two gates (one of which acts as a
DNA gate) would operate independently, with the passive
bidirectional transfer of a T-segment through each gate in
turn (Figure 2B). However, independent operation of
these two gates implies the possibility of having both
gates open at the same time (Figure 2B, 4), a situation
that would result in a permanent DSB. To minimize the
probability of this outcome, the association of the two
dimer interfaces would have to be as tight as possible,
yet this would lead to the converse problem: the enzyme
would spend most of its time with both gates closed
(Figure 2B, 2) and would be a very inefﬁcient topo.
Even if each interface possessed a dissociation constant
of say 10
 3M, such that the majority of the enzyme
would be doubly closed at any given time, this would
still give rise to a topo that would produce a DSB with
high frequency (at least 1 per 1000 strand-passage events
in this example). A reﬁnement of this scheme would be one
in which the gates were hypothetically coordinated, so that
one must be closed while the other is open (effectively a
description of the two-gate model). This is hard to
envisage for two separated interfaces of this kind; the
doubly closed form would still have to be a very stable
intermediate to avoid the possibility of dissociation.
Although a slow topo reaction might be acceptable for
certain functions, the essential role of type II topos in
replication requires that the rates be sufﬁcient to keep
up with the overall speed of the replication process.
(It is worth noting that although removal of unwanted
supercoiling during replication and transcription may
seem like an urgent priority, in vivo measurements
suggest that transcription-generated supercoils are only
removed slowly by topos (93), thus an inefﬁcient topo
may not be out of the question in this case.)
For the initial DNA complex of a type II topo to be
resistant to DSB formation, either the DNA gate protein
interface must remain very tightly associated or the
G-segment must remain uncleaved. In type IIA topos,
the evidence suggests that DNA cleavage is independent
of the opening of the DNA gate (94) and that the distri-
bution between intact and broken DNA is in equilibrium
in the absence of ATP, with the fraction of broken DNA
being low but measurable (57,95), suggesting that the
enzyme dimer is crucial to DSB resistance. On the other
hand, in topo VI, there is evidence that the DNA cleavage
Figure 2. Models for an ATP-independent type II topoisomerase.
Outline mechanistic schemes for hypothetical type II topos operating
independently of ATP hydrolysis. (A) A one-gate enzyme. (B)A
two-gate enzyme where the gates equilibrate independently. The
numbers are referred to in the text. G-segment, green; T-segment,
red/pink (as Figure 1); DSB, double strand break.
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indicating that the integrity of the G-segment itself may
contribute to the DSB resistance of the initial complex.
For strand passage to take place, the initially tight
DNA gate/G-segment interface must be made sufﬁciently
weak for its dissociation to be frequent, while at the same
time a new, strong dimer interface must be formed to
maintain the stability of the complex and avoid DSB
formation. This situation is essentially equivalent (in
Figure 2B) to going from State 1 (where the T- segment
is free to enter the enzyme cavity) to State 3 (where strand
passage can take place) in a concerted and largely irrevers-
ible step, to avoid the ‘both gates open’ (DSB) and ‘both
gates closed’ (no reaction) traps. Such a conformational
change requires an energy input to render it unidirectional
and hence must have an external driver; i.e. the new dimer
interface should be essentially as tight as the initial
one was. A possible conformational change is shown in
Figure 3, with the process driven by the binding of a small
molecule X (dyadic symmetry probably requires two such
agents). Binding switches the enzyme from a form with a
stable DNA gate (Figure 3, 1), to one with a labile DNA
gate, with a large negative free energy change (Figure 3,
2–4; the gate does not have to be permanently open).
If the conformational change on binding molecule X
happens with a T-segment in the cavity, then passive
strand passage out of the complex can take place safely;
in fact in the X-bound form, the T-segment can potentially
pass through the G-segment in either direction (Figure 3,
2–4). However, the enzyme is now trapped in the low free
energy X-bound state and the conformational change
must be reversed to ensure a catalytic reaction. Thus,
there must be a second step that drives the re-opening of
the top gate. This process could only happen through a
thermodynamic cycle (Figure 3, 4!5!1), with free
energy input from a chemical change in X (to Y), with
the overall free energy of the protein conformational
changes being zero over the whole catalytic cycle. Thus,
Figure 3 describes a model for the putative simplest viable
type II topo.
The binding of X, the (overall) energetically favourable
transformation of X to Y and the dissociation of Y now
drive the cycle round, dissipating energy. Only in the
X-bound form is the DNA gate labile enough to allow
strand passage at a signiﬁcant rate (Figure 3, 2–4) while
the new tight dimer interface maintains the complex.
Without a change in energy states from a chemical cycle,
the alternation of two very strong dimer interfaces
could not be accomplished. In principle, the driver for
the reaction could be any chemical cycle (e.g.
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation, redox change,
etc.); however, nucleoside triphosphates are of course a
common source of free energy in coupled reactions. We
argue that the free energy of ATP hydrolysis in type II
topos is driving the sequential breakage and formation of
two strong dimer interfaces—the greater the energy avail-
able per cycle, the stronger the dimer interfaces can be and
the safer the enzyme is from the formation of accidental
DSBs. The free energy needed to modulate protein–
protein interactions at the DNA gate and ‘stabilization
gate’ interfaces should, according to this model, be a sig-
niﬁcant fraction of the free energy available from the hy-
drolysis of two ATP molecules. Indeed, a preliminary
estimate of the interface free energies (G) for the DNA
gates of various type II topos of known structure using the
program PISA (96) yields values of around  20 to
Figure 3. Model for a viable type II topoisomerase. Scheme in which the binding of X (1!2) drives a thermodynamically favourable conformational
change from a stable (1) to a labile DNA gate (2–3–4), while providing a new strong dimer interface to prevent dissociation to give a DSB. A
chemical cycle is required to drive the reverse conformational change (4!5!1); free energy is available from the conversion of X to Y. G-segment,
green; T-segment, red/pink (as Figure 1).
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 1 (Lawson, D.M. and A.M., unpublished
data), compared with  100–150kJmol
 1 available from
the hydrolysis of two ATPs (79), consistent with a poten-
tial role for ATP hydrolysis in gate opening. However, it is
important to point out that simple dissociation of the
DNA gate is unlikely to be the only structural alteration
involved. In addition, these calculations are preliminary
and based on a number of assumptions and should
hence be treated with caution.
It is important to note that in this simplest model case,
the T-segment can be transported passively in either dir-
ection. For example, in Figure 3, the T-segment could
enter at 3 and be carried through 4 and 5 to be released
at 1, in a ‘bottom-up’ reaction. This possibility means the
enzyme would then behave as a true ‘phantom-chain’
device (97,98), whilst still requiring ATP hydrolysis. In
this hypothetical ancestral scheme, the ATP cycle serves
(and is required) only to protect against DSBs. However,
if we allow the presence of a T-segment to differentially
affect the rate of binding of X (ATP) or the rate of dis-
sociation of Y (ADP), then directionality can be
introduced into the strand-passage reaction, even though
the enzyme would still only equilibrate topoisomers.
Further elaborations might include the conformational
changes dependent on ATP hydrolysis that have been
hypothesized to drive the T-segment unidirectionally
through the protein complex (see above) (3). A gyrase or
a topology-simplifying enzyme requires some mechanism
for T-segment selection in addition to preferential strand
passage in one direction.
Overall, the hypothetical scheme in Figure 3 is essen-
tially a representation of the canonical two-gate reaction
mechanism proposed for type II topos (Figure 1) and
closely matches the proposed mechanism for topo VI
(Figure 1B) (36). Type IIA enzymes have an additional
protein gate, the C-gate, which may function to increase
the security of the DNA gate and further reduce the pos-
sibility of DSB formation (63,92). In the presence of the
non-hydrolysable analogue ADPNP, only single-turnover
strand passage occurs (65); this process is effectively
equivalent to the reaction scheme shown in Figure 3,
1–4 only.
As noted above, the addition of ATP or ADPNP can
actually promote DNA cleavage, apparently counter to
our argument that ATP hydrolysis prevents DSBs.
However, this effect is only revealed in experiments
involving the destructive denaturation of the whole
complex, either in the presence or absence of a drug
(53,99,100). This simply means that the addition of nu-
cleotide changes the cleavage–religation equilibrium to
produce more cleaved DNA, as would be expected with
this model. Our main point is that this inevitable and ne-
cessary cleavage of the G-segment and weakening of the
DNA gate do not translate into permanent DSBs because
the newly closed N-gate maintains the integrity of the
overall complex. It is interesting to note that the binding
of nucleotide really does ‘form a new tight protein inter-
face’. The ADPNP molecules in structures of the
dimerized N-terminal domain actually bridge the gap
between the subunits, making substantial contacts with
both monomer proteins (101).
Our argument represents a shift of perspective from the
idea that the closing of the ATP-operated clamp simply
‘captures the T-segment’, to the concept that it forms a
tight new interface, while concomitantly weakening the
DNA gate, to allow strand passage while preventing
complete dissociation. ‘Capture’ of a T-segment is not spe-
ciﬁcally required; in the hypothetical ‘bottom-up’ reaction
described above (see Figure 3), the binding of X does not
capture anything, but sets up the enzyme to allow the
T-segment to pass through the G-segment from below
and escape from the top, after dissociation of Y. Indeed,
it remains a formal possibility that topo VI might be able
to work via a ‘bottom-up’ reaction; this idea has not been
speciﬁcally tested.
The evolution of type II topoisomerases
This rationale also suggests that the simplest successful
type II topos in evolutionary terms might have looked
something like topo VI, a two-gate type IIB. This
enzyme would have been required as soon as genomes
evolved to be long enough for tangling or formal linking
of the daughter helices to become a problem, but probably
before any requirement for active supercoiling or topology
simpliﬁcation. The additional C-gate of the type IIA topos
could have evolved later, possibly for additional resistance
to DSBs [although a recent discussion of topo
phylogenomics has suggested a more complex picture, in
which the enzymes may have evolved in an ancient
virosphere, with their modern distribution dependent on
a number of horizontal gene transfer events (13)]. The
ATP-operated clamp domain of the type II topos is not
unique, but is a member of the GHKL ATPase family
(102) (see below), so its ultimate evolutionary origin may
lie in another system. It remains an outstanding question
as to whether gyrases or non-supercoiling type IIA
enzymes are more primitive. There is evidence that topo
IVs are derived from gyrase by loss of the DNA wrap
through modiﬁcation of the C-terminal wrapping
domain (13,46,103); however, whether gyrase is also an-
cestral to the eukaryotic type IIAs, or vice versa, is not
clear (103). A circumstantial argument can be made either
way. If gyrase is the ancestral form, then the G-segment
bend and unidirectional strand passage that leads to
topology simpliﬁcation by the non-supercoiling enzymes
could be a relic of the directional gyrase reaction (79). On
the other hand, Roca (92) has recently suggested that the
G-segment bend might have a role as a sensor of tension in
DNA and that an inability to correctly bend DNA could
prevent the cleavage reaction under conditions where
DNA tension might increase the probability of DSB for-
mation during enzyme action. In the latter instance, the
gyrase wrap could have developed from the pre-existing
G-segment tension sensor. Interestingly, recent
single-molecule experiments support the idea of DNA
wrapping by gyrase being sensitive to tension in the
DNA (104); however, in some cases, notably at the
onset of chromosome partition in the presence of
residual catenanes, DNA tension might be thought, a
priori, to be a potentially useful trigger of topo action
leading to decatenation, rather than an inhibitor of it.
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Although almost all of the reactions catalysed by type II
topos are dependent upon ATP hydrolysis, one activity of
gyrase is a notable exception. In bacterial cells, the
primary in vivo roles of this enzyme are thought to be
the ATP-dependent relaxation of positive supercoils and
introduction of negative supercoils (105). However, it has
been established that gyrase can also carry out the
ATP-independent relaxation of negative supercoils
(99,100). This reaction (for E. coli gyrase) is  20-fold
slower than ATP-dependent supercoiling and ATP-free
gyrase does not relax supercoils processively. Whether
ATP-independent relaxation is physiologically important
is not known, although this seems unlikely; recent esti-
mates of ATP concentrations in E. coli are sufﬁciently
high to largely saturate the enzyme (106). Nevertheless,
the reaction represents a signiﬁcant distinction between
gyrase and non-supercoiling type II enzymes. It has been
reported that phage T4 topo II can also carry out
non-catalytic strand-passage events in the absence of
nucleotide, but this result has not been investigated
further (107).
The gyrase relaxation reaction is an obvious counter
argument to the idea that ATP hydrolysis is required to
avoid DSBs, as it demonstrates that the gyrase DNA gate
must be able to open in the absence of a new dimer inter-
face created by ATP binding. However, gyrase is unique
amongst type II topos and this exception might be con-
sistent with our hypothesis. In particular, the enzyme can
transduce a signiﬁcant fraction of the free energy of ATP
hydrolysis into DNA supercoiling free energy (108–111),
suggesting that less free energy may be available to drive
the conformational changes necessary for DSB prevention
in the enzyme. This, in turn, suggests that the gyrase
DNA- and C-gates should be intrinsically more labile,
thus allowing slow relaxation, as observed. However,
our preliminary consideration of interface binding
energies does not so far support this; we did not ﬁnd
any consistent differences in the free energies associated
with DNA gyrase and those for other type II topos. These
considerations imply that gyrase ought to be more suscep-
tible to forming DSBs than other type II topos, although
the unique DNA wrap around the gyrase complex may
serve to stabilize the complex and mitigate this effect.
The role of type II topoisomerases in illegitimate
recombination
Illegitimate recombination (IR) is a rearrangement of
DNA that occurs between nucleic acid segments that
bear short regions of homology (<10bp) or no apparent
homology at all (112). It has been appreciated for many
years that gyrase can participate in IR reactions (113) and
that this reaction is stimulated (2–3 orders of magnitude)
by the quinolone drug oxolinic acid (114), which binds at
the DNA gate. In contrast, this stimulation is blocked by
the coumarin drug coumermycin A1, which prevents ATP
binding (115). Gyrase-mediated IR can occur in vitro and
requires the presence of an E. coli extract, but is independ-
ent of RecA (114). One proposed mechanism for this
reaction is that IR can take place when a pair of covalently
bound gyrases exchange GyrA subunits (114). Stimulation
by oxolinic acid is thought to occur because the drug in-
creases the lifetime of the DNA-cleaved state, enhancing
the likelihood that subunit swapping can occur. Support
for this model comes from the identiﬁcation of
temperature-sensitive gyrA mutants in E. coli that confer
spontaneous illegitimate recombination (116). Of these
substitutions, one mutant in particular (Leu
492!Pro) dis-
played normal supercoiling activity, but generated linear
DNA during the reaction, suggesting that it has a defect at
the DNA rejoining step or in its subunit interactions (116).
IR has also been shown to occur in other type II topos,
including T4 and eukaryotic topo II. In the case of the T4
enzyme, it appears that recombination can occur with the
puriﬁed enzyme alone [i.e. without an added E. coli extract
(117–119)]. Puriﬁed calf thymus topo II can also mediate
IR in a reaction that can be inhibited by the coumarin
drug novobiocin (120), whereas in yeast, IR is stimulated
by the topo II poison etoposide (VP-16) (121). Subunit
exchange is also the suggested mechanism for IR with
these type II enzymes, implying that subunit–subunit
interactions can be disrupted under certain conditions.
Taken together, several lines of data indicate that the
aberrant disruption of type II topo subunit interfaces
may be a source of illegitimate recombination. If true,
these reactions highlight the detrimental consequences to
the cell when the security normally afforded by the various
topo gates break down.
Spo11 and meiotic recombination
Spo11 is a homologue of the topo VIA subunit (9,122), the
dimer of which forms the DNA gate of the type IIB
enzymes (11,36) (Figure 1B). Spo11 is present in all eu-
karyotes, where it is responsible for the initiation of DSBs
in meiotic recombination (122,123). Roca (92) has
proposed that the relative insecurity of topo VI as a true
two-gate (rather than three-gate) enzyme makes the A
subunit an appropriate candidate for co-option into a
system evolved to produce DSBs. On the other hand,
Forterre and Gadelle (13) have suggested that the
opposite may be true and Spo11 may have been recruited
by the topo VIB subunit to make a functional topo.
To date, there has been no identiﬁcation of a topo VIB
ATPase homologue (or analogue) in the meiotic recom-
bination apparatus. At ﬁrst glance, our hypothesis
suggests that such a component should be necessary to
open the protein interface responsible for DSB formation.
However, studies of meiotic DSB formation (124) suggest
that free 50-ends are produced after Spo11 binding by
nucleolytic cleavage of the covalently bound strands at
each side of the Spo11–DNA complex. These data can
easily be accommodated by a variation of our model in
which separation of Spo11 monomers is not required to
generate free DNA ends, but rather binding of Spo11
marks the DNA for homologous recombination repair
proteins by generating a covalent protein–DNA link,
although it is not yet clear what induces Spo11 to cleave
the DNA. Consistent with this line of reasoning, it is
known that many DSB repair factors, such as Rad50
and Mre11, are recruited to sites of Spo11 action (125).
6334 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 15Alternatively, it may be possible that some as yet undis-
covered ‘subunit separation’ component acts on Spo11 in
meiotic recombination.
The role of nucleotide hydrolysis in disrupting protein
interfaces in other systems
If the primary role of ATP in type II topos is to promote a
particular type of mechanical manipulation, DNA gate
opening, through the disruption of protein interfaces,
then we might expect to see evidence of a similar role
for nucleotides in other systems. Although many
examples could be chosen, we limit a brief discussion
here to other DNA-remodelling systems.
One parallel may be with the Structural Maintenance of
Chromosomes (SMC) ATPase superfamily, which are key
mediators of chromosome cohesion, condensation and
repair in many organisms (126,127). Most bacteria
possess a complex involving a dimer of SMC subunits,
and a pair of accessory proteins known as ScpA and
ScpB (128); g-proteobacteria possess a diverged form of
this assembly comprising the Smc homologue, MukB and
two interacting subunits, MukE and MukF (129,130).
MukE and MukF form an elongated, dimeric particle,
which allows MukF’s C-terminal domains to engage the
nucleotide binding ‘head’ regions of MukB and generate
either closed ring-like structures or repetitive arrays
(131,132); this general organization between SMCs and
their accessory subunits is thought to be preserved
across different SMC systems (126,127). Nucleotide
binding further stabilizes the association of the MukB
head domains (a feature shared with other Smc proteins
and the ABC ATPase superfamily in general (133–135))
and it has been proposed that disruption of the MukB–
MukF interaction depends upon ATP, as well as DNA
(131,136). Some studies have even suggested that the
‘hinge’ region of Smc proteins, which lies distal to the
ATPase domains, may function as a second regulatable
gate to create transient openings within the molecule
(137,138).
Another example of ATP regulation of protein–protein
interactions occurs in DNA mismatch repair (MMR)
(139). In E. coli, three proteins are responsible for the
initiation of MMR-directed events: MutS, MutL and
MutH. In the case of MutS, an ABC ATPase like the
SMCs, it has been shown that DNA-binding domains
N- and C-terminal to the nucleotide binding site become
predisposed to associate tightly with DNA in the presence
of ATP and to loosen their grip following ATP hydrolysis
(140,141). For its part, MutL is a GHKL ATPase (102), a
protein superfamily that includes the ATPase region of
type II topos. The MutL dimer has been proposed to
undergo ATP-dependent association of its ATPase
domains (142,143), an event that serves to control the
endonucleolytic action of MutH. Interestingly, in many
bacteria apart from E. coli, as well as in eukaryotes, the
domain C-terminal to the MutL ATPase region is in fact
an endonuclease whose activity is regulated by nucleotide
turnover (144,145). This arrangement and conformational
cycle has striking parallels to that seen for the catalytic
modules of type II topos, topo VI in particular.
A third example of the role of ATP hydrolysis in DNA
remodelling through the formation and resolution of
protein–protein interactions occurs with certain enzymes
belonging to the AAA
+(ATPases associated with various
cellular activities) superfamily, speciﬁcally, bacterial
enhancer binding proteins (bEBPs) and replication initi-
ation factors such as DnaA and the Origin Recognition
Complex (ORC) (146,147)). The bEBPs such as NtrC and
PspF initially bind DNA as dimers in an ‘off’ state, but
upon phosphorylation via a two-component response
regulator system, rearrange into ring-shaped oligomers
that loop DNA and engage RNA polymerase/s
54
complexes at adjacent promoters (148,149). Assembly is
mediated by the AAA
+ ATPase subunits, which further
remodel s
54 in a nucleotide-dependent manner to allow
the polymerase to clear the promoter. For its part, DnaA
binds to replication origins as a monomer, but at elevated
concentrations undergoes an ATP-dependent transition to
assemble into a helical nucleoprotein complex that melts
DNA and assists replisome formation (150–153).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The type II topos are well-studied molecular machines and
many details of their DNA double-strand-passage mech-
anisms have been elucidated using a combination of struc-
tural and biochemical studies. However, their absolute
requirement for ATP hydrolysis for their primary reac-
tions has been puzzling. Although it seems that gyrase
can transduce much of the free energy of ATP hydrolysis
into DNA supercoiling, the non-supercoiling enzymes
channel only a tiny fraction of this energy into their sub-
strates. The hypothesis proposed here—that free energy is
required to manipulate protein–protein interactions to
maintain a high degree of enzyme dimer stability during
the strand-passage reaction—explains how these enzymes
are able to avoid the formation of permanent DSBs during
their reactions. The proposal also provides a framework
for explaining a number of diverse features of these
enzymes, including the nucleotide-independent relaxation
reaction of gyrase, the participation of type II enzymes in
illegitimate recombination and the relationship between
the meiotic recombination protein Spo11 and the type
IIB topos. Further experiments are needed to directly in-
vestigate this proposed relationship between ATP hy-
drolysis and complex stability and the extent to which
these ATP-dependent control mechanisms are shared by
other DNA-remodelling systems, as well as non-DNA
systems such as ATP-dependent transporters and heat-
shock proteins.
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